
MAKE A
SAFE
SINGING
SPACE

GUIDELINES
FOR SINGING
AT HOME

Give yourself a place to focus
Find a place at home that will be your
"singing space".  It's helpful if this is a space
that offers a little privacy that you will
consistently use for your work, so that you
can put yourself in the proper mindset and
stay focused on the task at hand.

KEEP
THINGS
POSITIVE!

Offer encouragement
It's important for parents to offer support
and encouragement while at the same time
giving your singer space.  Singing can be a
very personal activity, and any "advice",
while well-intentioned, could make the singer
embarrassed.  They will share what they are
working on when they are ready!

PATIENCE
IS
KEY

Embrace the challenges
Singing can be a very challenging activity! 
 Not only can the subject matter be difficult,
singers are trying to operate an instrument
that is inside their own body!  Through all of
the challenges, it is helpful to emphasize
PATIENCE.  Just like Rome was not built in a
day, it takes time to grow and improve our
musical skills.

PRACTICE
REGULARLY

Repetition is key to success
Think of a subject matter where you work to
improve your skills.  How do you do it?
Through practice and repetition.  Whether
it's conducting a science experiment, solving
an equation, or hitting a baseball, one hones
their craft through practice and repetition.
The life of a musician is no different!

FOSTER A 
GROWTH
MINDSET

Get better every day
Singers are often afraid of making mistakes,
but it is through the process of making
mistakes and then self-evaluating that we
learn and grow as musicians.  Rather than
compare ourselves to others, we should
focus on our own daily improvement--on
growing as a musician every single day.

Stay Positive, and Do Your
Best Every Day!


